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Abstract 
 

Unlike filters in image / signal processing tools, 
current animation packages do not provide feasible 
controls for the creation and variation of the character 
motions. In this paper, we design a character anima-
tion prototyping framework with a level of rhythmic 
animation control scheme. Controls from lower level 
to higher level are achieved by action commands with 
the motion and timing parameters according to the 
principles of traditional animation. By choreographing 
a sequence of customized action commands in rhythm, 
animated characters perform a dramatic Chinese Lion 
Dance with the intuitional user controls such as accen-
tuated drum beats. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Despite the recent progresses in the field of com-
puter animation, synthesizing an expressive character 
animation with high-level user controls remains a great 
challenge. The key to creating expressive motion styles 
is hoarded inside the mind of sophisticated animators. 
Such highly trained traditional animators add their 
sense of motion to a character intuitively by describing 
the actions of their intention. All these subjective fac-
tors for expressive animations are used to be the labor 
intensive part of an animation production. 

Another way to acquire character motions is by mo-
tion capture techniques. Modern motion capture facili-
ties record realistic human figure movements and re-
target it to other characters in real time. Once an ap-
propriate motion clip is captured, like those hand-
crafted by animators, it is hard to modify the motion 
for reuse without referring to its original semantic 
meaning such as satisfying kinematic or geometric 
constraints. Therefore, the automatic motion genera-
tion of a character by higher-level user commands 
from existing data remains difficult. 

Traditional animators create convincible vivid char-
acter motions by designing how actions were spaced 
according to the personality, characteristics and man-
nerism of a character with the physics of movement as 
well as the aesthetic aspect of the animation. From the 
lowest level pose-to-pose construction to the overlap-
ping action refinement within a character movement, 
animators arrange strong or weak motion controls by 
varying temporal distribution. From a director’s point 
of view, developing a character motion is very similar 
to the composition of music or the choreography of 
dance that involve rhythmic progression. 

Our idea is to decompose human behaviors into ele-
mentary actions with subjective sense of motions. By 
parameterizing these subjective factors of the actions 
into levels of animation controls, we are able to create 
character motions with different style amplitudes and 
timings intuitively while performing the rhythmic char-
acter animation. 

This feature will be illustrated by a special form of 
character animation, Chinese Lion Dance, a traditional 
Chinese art performance that people can see in the 
events of holiday celebration such as the Lunar New 

 
Figure 1. An image of the Chinese lion dance.  
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Year. A typical lion costume consists of a large lion 
head with vivid colors operated by one dancer and a 
symbolic body costume operated by the other one (see 
Figure 1). It is typically accompanied with several 
drummers who lead the dramatics during the perform-
ance. Enacting the lion in the real life is a great chal-
lenge requiring long-time practice and great coordina-
tion between the dancers. In this paper, we will use this 
interesting art performance to illustrate how the sub-
jective aspects of character animations can be easily 
specified by intuitive high-level commands. 
 
2. Related work 
 

Many recent efforts in synthesizing human motion 
with user controls address the issues of phys-
ics/dynamics based animated characters. Liu [10] gen-
erates character motions with dynamic constraints by 
detecting phrases in the input motion with a motion 
sketching tool for animators. Hodgins et al. [5] simu-
late several physically-based athletics with higher-level 
behaviors from global control. The virtual stuntman [4] 
performs various repertoires by integrating two level 
state-space motor controllers. With an optimized con-
trol algorithm, Karl Sims evolves high degree-of-
freedom creatures under the control of objective func-
tions [14]. 

On the other hand, researches on extracting style or 
amplitude from motions are discussed more recently. 
Style machines [2] learn stylistic motion patterns from 
motion capture data, while Bregler et al. [3] captures 
the motion styles from traditional cartoons and retar-
gets it to new characters. Kim et al. [7] synthesize new 
motions from example motions while preserving rhyth-
mic patterns. Unlike the machine learning and pattern 
recognition techniques, Rose et al. [12] create charac-
ter motions from existing animation segments by inter-
polating “verbs” motion with multidimensional “ad-
verbs”. Isla et al. [6] also model a motor system syn-
thesizing character animation within a one-dimension 
adverb space. 

An articulated human figure contains more than a 
hundred degrees of freedom. Research such as IKAN 
[16] and Koga et al. [8] intend to find a suitable in-
verse kinematics algorithm to reduce the complexity of 
manipulating human limbs while performing regular 
human tasks accurately. By representing it in a multi-
dimensional motion space, Rose et al. [13] interpolate 
example motion and position with an artist directed IK 
algorithm. 

Through hands-on experiments, traditional anima-
tors summarized a series of animation principles [1]. 
The Disney twelve animation principles [15] have been 

considered very helpful even in the computer anima-
tion production [9]. These principles are: Timing, Ease 
In & Out, Arcs, Anticipation, Exaggeration, Squash & 
Stretch, Secondary Action, Follow Through & Over-
lapping Action, Straight Ahead Action & Pose-To-
Pose Action, Staging, Appeal, and Personality. In a 
textbook by Rick Parent [11], these principles are dis-
cussed in four types of issues related to their purposes: 
Simulating Physics, Designing Aesthetic Actions, Ef-
fective Presentation of Actions, and Production Tech-
nique. We will consider these issues when we design 
our procedural motion commands and controllers. 
 
3. System architecture 
 

Our character animation prototyping system is 
based on four levels of motion controls, as shown in 
Figure 2. The procedural motion controllers in each 
level are defined from bottom up but working in the 
quite reverse way. Lower level motion commands are 
derived from higher level controllers while a higher 
level animation control is achieved on the basis of the 
collaborating lower level motion controllers. 

In each level, the motion control module, what is in 
general called a “motion controller” or “controller”, 
receives the requests, the “motion command”, with the 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The schematic view of the level of 
animation control system. 
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rhythm of its motion style indicating by the “motion 
parameters” from higher level. Controllers arrange the 
timing and motion of the componential commands (the 
lower level commands) in a form of rhythm by exam-
ining the motion parameters of the requesting com-
mands. The resulting componential motion commands 
with corresponding motion parameter reflecting such 
form of rhythm are sent to the next level controller for 
another lower level progression of the rhythm of mo-
tion style. 
 
3.1. The conducting level 
 

This proposed system is initialized with a perform-
ing space in a 3-D virtual environment and several 
articulated humanoid characters as our actors. In a 
rhythmic performing animation such as the Chinese 
lion dance, we expect that users would like to directly 
control the tempo and the vividness of a lion dance 
animation by varying the rhythmic input such as the 
drum beats. Hence our system begins its controlling 
pipeline with a Rhythm Input Interpreter module. The 
main job of rhythm input interpreter is evaluating the 
corresponding motion commands specifying by the 
users. Besides, it also monitors the interval and the 
loudness of the inputting drum beats to evaluate the 
tempo and vividness of the motion commands. After 
synchronizing the drum beat input device, the rhythm 
input interpreter is ready to send the corresponding 
high-level animation command to the downstream of 
the controller pipeline. 
 
3.2. The playacting level 
 

The second-level motion control is invoked by the 
Play commands issued from the rhythm input inter-
preter. A play command is a list of performing instruc-
tions that represent a distinct dance suite or martial 
form. By evaluating the interval and loudness of the 
rhythmic drum beat input, play commands are cast into 
appropriate Tempo and Vividness parameters which 
represent how fast and how vivid the playacting should 
be performed. For instance, a “flying jump” play may 
starts with a series of stepping action for the “run-up” 
and ends with a leap action. A rapid tempo causes the 
fast run-up while the higher vividness leads a higher 
jump.  

Once a play command is issued, the Director mod-
ule is invoked for planning global motion of each 
character. The director module coordinates componen-
tial Action motion commands from the Action Library 
with appropriate configurations by examining the re-
ceived play commands under the constraints of the 

performing space in our virtual environment. Besides, 
the director module schedules appropriate duration of 
time for each motion command by evaluating the 
tempo of the requesting playacting control. 
 
3.3. The action level 
 

As the intermediate-level motion commands, Ac-
tions in the action library describe the simplex human 
behaviors such as stepping or jumping that can be cho-
reographed into a series of human motions, i.e. it is 
used to choreograph into the play commands. An ac-
tion command contains the Duration and Accentuation 
motion parameters specified by the playacting level 
controls. The duration of an action is specified by the 
director module which controls the timing of a play. 
The accentuation parameter is designed to reflect the 
vividness of the playacting control since accentuating 
an action by varying the exaggeration and timing of its 
constructing postures is an essential technique in tradi-
tional animation. 

Each action command generated by the director 
module was designated to a specific actor in the Actor 
module. An actor decomposes actions into the root and 
branch componential motion controllers according to 
the participant parts of a humanoid. Furthermore, the 
actor module arranges the temporal distribution of 
these motion controllers.  

Accentuating an action is not only exaggerating the 
postures but also redistributing the timing of these ani-
mated postures. For example, a lagged preparation may 
imply a sudden big movement with a slow heavy 
damping to terminate this action. To analogy with a 
leap action, a deep sink may imply a high jump and an 
extra time to keep steady after landing. This also re-
flects the “Anticipation” and “Secondary Action” of 
the animation principles. Thus, we divide an action 
into three proportional phases, i.e. Anticipating, Acting 
and Reacting Phases. In each phase, several contribut-
ing Pose motion commands for different parts of the 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. The anatomy of an action command. 
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character will be used as illustrated in Figure 3. As 
pre-defined time fragment of the pose commands are 
relatively proportioned inside each action phase, resiz-
ing the duration of an action causes the stretch of the 
formatted pose durations. The intensity of each pose 
command implies the degree of exaggeration it should 
be performed. The effect of accentuating an action is 
managed by the actor module that rearranges the dis-
tribution of these three phases and the exaggeration of 
its contributing commands. 
 
3.4. The pose-to-pose level 
 

The Pose command is sent from the action level to 
the base level control, which implements the pose-to-
pose development procedures of a character animator. 
Since the pose commands are used to compose distinct 
actions with accentuation, these atomic figure motion 
commands receive the Duration and Exaggeration 
parameters from the action controls. The duration is 
assigned by the deployment of the action phases man-
aging by the actor. The exaggeration motion parameter 
indicates how close to the extreme that a pose should 
be performed under the consideration of the human 
body constraints. For example, a “raise hand” pose 
command in the duration of two and exaggeration of 
1.0 (normalized from 0.0 to 1.0) make the movement 
of the hand from the waist to the extreme height that a 
hand can be extended in two seconds. 

The IK-based Humanoid module performs these 
pose-to-pose operations by manipulating each portion 
of the human figures such as the arms and legs from 
requesting pose commands. We also design a Bezier 
curve interpolator to imitate the “Arcs” and “Ease In & 
Out” of the animation principles while interpolating 
the animated figures. The interpolated frames for the 
animated characters were then piped to the real-time 
3D Renderer for generating the final character anima-
tion. 
 
4. Animating the dancing lion 
 

Since the Chinese lion dance is originally from the 
Chinese martial arts, most of the lion dance actions are 
composed from the primary martial forms of martial 
arts such as the “Horse Stance” form or the “Bow and 
Arrow Stance” form, etc. During a lion dance play, the 
dancers enact a series of rehearsed dance suite by fol-
lowing the rhythm and tempo of the drum beats by 
drummers. Dancers and drummers may redress the 
progress of the performance or emphasize some of the 

sessions or actions to turn dramatic phrases according 
to the atmosphere of the scene or the reaction of the 
audience. In the following subsections, we will use the 
Chinese lion dance as an example to demonstrate how 
intuitive high-level commands are realized in our ani-
mation control system. 
 
4.1. Modeling the lion dancers 
 

Our humanoid lion dancers are modeled as hierar-
chical linkages with a tree structure of nodes connected 
by arcs. Each node of the simplified kinematical model 
here represents a crucial joint for animating human 
figures. Mostly, the lion dance is performed with mar-
tial actions which require certain parts of the body to 
reach specific positions with distinct postures. Hence 
we first decouple our articulated humanoid into two 
portions: torso and limbs. We install a six degree-of-
freedom (position and orientation) controller at the 
root of the torso while we rig a 7 DOF inverse kine-
matics chain with an end-effector controller (6 DOFs) 
onto each of the arms and legs (Figure 4). We have 
designed a generic inverse kinematic solver similar to 
[15] [6] such that we can easily specify the goal points 
and postures in the Cartesian space instead of in the 
less intuitive joint space. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The illustration of an IK-based hu-
manoid model. 
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The IK-based humanoid module manipulates ani-
mated figures for the requesting pose commands by 
evaluating the configurations from the feet to the root 
torso, then the hands of animated dancing lion for its 
martial stances and lion head swing. The root torso of 
the lion dancer is shifted by the resulting stance and 
both hands are drafted by pose controllers after settling 
the lower body. 

A typical Chinese dancing lion is enacted by two 
lion dancers. The Lion Head Dancer acts as the head 
and forelegs while a following Lion Tail Dancer plays 
as the hind legs. Since lion head dancer lifts the head 
model around and above his shoulders, it is reasonable 
that we animate the lion head relatively to the upper 
body of the dancer. Since both arms of the lion head 
dancer have to hold the lion head, the closed kinematic 
chains allow one to compute the location of end-
effectors for both arms by specifying the configuration 
of the lion head with a single action. In addition, since 
the hands of the tail dancer are always attached to the 
waist of the head dancer, we can also easily compute 
the end-effector locations for the tail dancer. 
 
4.2. Controlling with drum beats 
 

In our animation control system, the users play as 
the role of the drummers conducting the progress of 
lion dance performance. We associate several remark-
able lion dance suites with corresponding drum beat 
rhythms and put them into play commands that are 
choreographed with relevant action sequence. During 
runtime, the rhythm input interpreter monitors the gain 

and interval of the drum beat input for the playacting 
level control parameters as mentioned in Section 3.1. 
Users may animate different motion-style lion dances 
by altering the drum beat rhythm and tuning the loud-
ness or tempo of the drum beatings. The front end of 
the interpreter also integrates with a scenario script 
parser. By editing a pre-formatted script with ordered 
lion dance suites, the users can also animate a dramatic 
performance without indicating rhythms at run time 
alternatively. 
 
4.3. Animating with action commands 
 

Our director receives the play command and then 
schedules the pre-defined actions of this play to the 
lion dancers. Table 1 shows the action list and their 
componential poses of the lion head dancer. Here is an 
example for the locomotion of an action. A lion dancer 
from a “Low T Step” to the “Bow and Arrow Stance” 
is consisted of the following pose sequence: 

 
T1: Shift_To(Stance_Leg) 
T3: Lower_Down( ) 
F2: Lift_Leg(Free_Leg) 
T2: Lift_Up( ) 
F3: Lower_Leg(Free_Leg) 
F1: Shift_leg(Free_Leg) 
T3: Lower_Down( ) 

 
The “Stance_Leg” and “Free_Leg” in the brackets 

are the leg that the pose commands in a stance action 
should be referred. While the lion head dancer was 

Table 1. (a) pose commands, and (b) action commands and their componential pose sequences of 
the lion dancers. 

 Anticipating Phase Acting Phase 
Stance Actions 
Horse T1→ T3→F2→ T2 F3→F1→T2→T1  
T Step T1→ T3→F2→ T2 F3→F1→T2→T1 
Bow & Arrow T1→ T3→F2→ T2 F1→F3→F1→T2→T1 
Triangle Step T1→ T3→F2→ T2 F1→F3→F1→T2→T1 
Low T Step T1→ T3 F1→T3→T1 
Leap T1→ T3 T2→F4→T1 
Gesture Actions (Lion Head) 
Stare H3 H2→H4 
Nod H3→H1→H4 H2→H1→H4 
Turn H4 H4 
Overhead H3 H2 
Lowhead H2 H3 

(b) 

Foot Poses 
F1 Shift Leg 
F2 Lift Leg 
F3 Lower Leg 
F4 Shift Both Legs 
Torso Poses 
T1 Shift To 
T2 Lift Up 
T3 Lower Down 
Hand Poses (Both Hands) 
H1 Aim 
H2 Push 
H3 Pull 
H4 Spin 

(a) 



invoked by an action, the transition between the previ-
ous posture to the destined posture is achieved by a 
sequence of pose commands evaluating by the actor 
module. 
 
5. Results 
 

We have implemented the aforementioned system 
for animating a Chinese lion dance on a flat plane 
without obstacles or bumps. The stances of actions are 
planed as continuous footsteps lying on the ground. 
The drum beat rhythm input interface in the current 
version is a lion dance suite selecting console with the 
vividness and tempo sliders.  

We have presented several primary motion controls 
in our animation control system. Since higher level 
controls are based on the success of the lower level 
componential motion commands, the following sub-
sections demonstrate how these lower level motion 
control parameters affect the higher level motion 
commands of an animated lion dancer from the base 
pose-to-pose level to playacting level. 
 
5.1. Pose exaggeration control 
 

Figure 5 shows the effects of two pose commands 
with different exaggeration values in a martial stance, 
i.e. the “liftFreeLeg” (PLF) pose command in a “Trian-
gleStepping” stance action and the “shiftTorsoOnStan-

ceLeg” (PSTS) command in a “LowHorse” stance action. 
As the value raised, the dancer not only lifts his free 
leg higher but also sink his waist deeper in PLF to keep 
the balance according to the traditional animation prin-
ciples. The PSTS command also bends dancer’s waist 
while move his root torso to the fixed leg. 
 
 5.2. Action accentuation control 
 

We accentuate an action command by rearranging 
the anticipate phase and acting phase within this action 
and magnifying the exaggeration of its contributing 
pose commands as described in Section 3.3. Figure 6 
shows the sequences of three “TriangleStepping” (ATS) 
actions with different degrees of attenuation for each 
row. High-lighted images in each sequence represent 
the finished PLF pose and separate each sequence into 
the anticipating phase and the acting phase. As we em-
phasize ATS with a higher accentuation value, poses in 
the anticipating phase such as PLF and PSTS are lagged 
while those in the acting phase are swiftly performed. 
In contrast, the most exaggerated PLF shown in the 
bottom row reflects the most accentuated ATS. Figure 7 
plots the height of the root torso and left ankle (free leg) 
of these three accentuated action. 
 
5.3. Play vividness control 
 

We choose a simple play command, “Overhead-
Lion” (PLOL), to demonstrate a lion dancer suite con-
sisting of the lower level motion commands that we 
have shown in Section 5.1 and 5.2. A PLOL command 
is composed of a “TriangleStepping” ATS (see 5.2), a 
“LowHorse” ALS, and a “LiftHead” ALH.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. The snapshots of motions with dif-
ferent exaggeration in liftFreeLeg (upper) and 
shiftTorsoOnStanceLeg (lower) pose com-
mand. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. A “TriangleStepping” action with 
different accentuation (0.0, 0.5, and 1.0 from 
the top to the bottom row). 
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We use two sets of vividness parameters from the 
selection console of the lion dance suite in the result-
ing composite image of Figure 8. Upper lion dancer 
acts with a drop-off from full vividness while the 
lower one performs in the reverse way. Note that as we 
vary the vividness of PLOL, the shifted rhythm of mo-
tion and timing yields two different styles of the same 
“OverheadLion” lion dance play. 
 
6. Discussions 
 

The proposed animation control system has pro-
vided a practical scheme to create controllable expres-
sive character motions in the rhythmical form of per-
formance. The control mechanism in our system is 
very intuitive for the users to animate dynamic charac-
ters even though they may not be professionally 
trained with the traditional animation skills. 

We are now working on a more complex environ-
ment including uneven terrains and more lion dance 
repertoires. The secondary motion such as the carpet, 
furs and the final touch of the rendering can be accom-
plished in commercial animation packages since we 
are implementing the playback recording of our simu-
lated motions.  

For the effectiveness of our animation control sys-
tem, we are here to compare the procedural motion 

control scheme with other example-based approaches. 
Motion styles are considered as extracting features 
from existing motion data. However, learning or min-
ing from raw motion data is time-consuming. Although 
meaningful motion characteristics may be found in raw 
motion data, they may easily become meaningless as 
we transform them to other targeted motions. We can 
designate constraints in the training process to main-
tain motion characteristics, it may quickly become as 
labor-intensive as designing motion procedures. Our 
procedural motion controllers create character move-
ments with motion and timing parameters from low 
level to high level. Hence motion style variation can be 
made possible by reusing and rearranging the custom-
ized componential commands in forms of rhythm.  

Since most character animations contain some form 
of rhythmic progression, we believe that our approach 
can be generalized into various types of behaviors or 
skills for animated characters. Controllable new ac-
tions can be extended by adding or reusing the pose 
commands while new pose commands can be created 
and composed in the animation control scheme. Once a 
human behavior type can be choreographed into new 
playacting controls, we are able to animate versatile 
character motions of that type. By incorporating a 
high-level interpreter with nature language processing 
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Figure 7. The plots of the heights with respect 
to the root torso (upper) and left ankle (lower) 
for the three accentuated TriangleStepping 
actions in Figure 6. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Images of the continuous Over-
headLion play. Dancer’s figures show every 
10 frames; Curves show the trajectories of 
the humanoid controllers. 
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ability, controllable digital actors may enact sophisti-
cated episodes by semantic user inputs. 
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